
1. About Me

1.1 Identity Information

Name: Lalith Suresh P 

Email: suresh.lalith@gmail.com 

Country: India 

Institution: Bachelor of Technology in Computer Engineering (VIII sem): Malaviya 
National Institute of Technology, Jaipur, India 

1.2 Background

Experience with ns-3 and ns-2: 

I began using ns-3 five months ago, when I'd opted to use it as a simulator for a research project 
related to security issues in OLSR based MANETs. To date, I've fixed bugs 776 [1] and 788 [2] and 
I've also contributed HNA support [3] to the ns-3 OLSR implementation. I also try my best to 
answer queries on the ns-3 mailing lists. Since this project involves an understanding of ns-2 as 
well, I further state that I am familiar with ns-2 (as a user) since I'd used it as part of an Advanced 
Topics in Networking course I'd taken at my institute.

1.3 Education
I am currently a Bachelor of Technology (B.Tech) in Computer Engineering student at Malaviya 
National Institute of Technology, Jaipur, India. I enrolled in this four year programme in July 2006. 
I am currently in the eighth and final semester of the same.

1.3.1 Academic Background in Computer Networks

Formally, I have taken the following courses related to Networks:

1. Computer Networks 
2. Advanced Topics in Networking 
3. Mobile Computing (On going) 

I have been awarded the highest grades of my batch in the first two courses.

1.3.2 C++ Experience

My C++ experience is as follows:

1. A course in Object Oriented Design at my institute. C++ was used throughout 
the course. 

2. My contributions [1][2][3] to ns-3 also highlight my C++ experience. 
3. I've also used Python (although not required for the ns-3-click project) 



extensively in several of my projects. The most recent use of the same was to 
write an ISCAS '85 benchmark circuit netlist parser for some work I'm involved 
in relating to Logic Simulation of Digital Circuits on GPGPUs. 

1.3.3 Open Source Projects

As stated above, I have contributed to ns-3 in the form of OLSR-HNA and bug fixes. Furthermore, 
I've been into open source for more than two years. I am the founder of the MNIT Open Source 
User Mesh (M-OSUM), where I've actively mentored fellow batchmates and juniors alike in FOSS 
related projects. I have also delivered numerous technical presentations related to FOSS 
technologies. My first experience as a contributor to FOSS came with my involvement with the 
Open High Availability Cluster (OHAC) project. Apart from bug fixes, I contributed HA-Cron [4], 
which is a Crontab High Availability agent for OHAC. HA-Cron was adjudged the grand prize 
winner of the Sun Code For Freedom India contest, a nation wide contest revolving around Sun 
Microsystems' Open Source technologies.

1.3.3 Research

I am involved in a project where the aim is to counter the Collusion Attack against OLSR based 
MANETs. As part of this project, I developed the following:

1. Scruple, an extension to OLSR. Scruple uses probe packets to conduct a three-hop 
plausibility test to detect the symptoms of the Collusion Attack attack. Upon confirmation of 
these symptoms, it initiates a blacklisting procedure to free itself from the attackers. We are 
submitting this work in the form of a paper to the International Conference on Network and 
System Security (NSS) 2010. 

2. FMS-OLSR, a Collusion Attack resistant variant of OLSR which is resource efficient and 
does not involve any additional control packet overhead. It works by steering away from 
Singleton MPR sets. This work has been submitted for review to ACM SIGACT-SIGOPS 
Symposium on Principles of Distributed Computing (PODC) 2010. 

Both the above methods counter the attack by making use of the convergence properties of OLSR.

1.4 Personal Interests
Through M-OSUM, I developed a love for teaching. This combined with my interest towards 
Networking research has convinced me to take up a PhD, in a quest to become a Professor someday. 
My hobbies include writing and gaming.

2. About the Project

2.1 Project Proposal
Click [7] is a software architecture for building configurable routers. By using different 
combinations of packet processing units called elements, a Click router can be made to perform a 
specific kind of functionality. This flexibility provides a good platform for testing and 
experimenting with different protocols. This project aims to integrate ns-3 with the Click Modular 
Router so as to enable rapid protocol development.



2.2 Interest
My first involvement with Computer Networks came when I joined the network administration 
team of my institute. I soon became the key system administrator of my institute. I later became 
involved with a research project which aimed to develop countermeasures for the Collusion Attack 
against OLSR based Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. Our work involved modifications to the routing 
protocol that allowed OLSR to become resilient to the said attack. We managed to extend OLSR 
using specific countermeasures that made took advantage of the convergence properties of the 
routing protocol itself. Our work was successful and we managed to develop a countermeasure 
named Scruple, and a Collusion Attack resistant variant of OLSR named Forced MPR Switching 
OLSR (FMS-OLSR). Through this work, I furthered my interest in routing protocol design, and it 
soon found its way at the top of my research interests. Hence, I believe ns-3-click will be a good 
opportunity for me to:

1. Gain some important experience in Router Models. 
2. Learn from experienced Networking Researchers. 
3. To better establish myself as a contributor to the ns-3 project. 

I believe I'm a good candidate for the GSoC programme because of my experience with ns-3 not 
only a contributor, but as an active community member as well. Furthermore, for the same reasons, 
it is quite evident that I will remain a long term contributor to the ns-3 project and will continue to 
play my part in the community even after GSoC.

2.3 Future Plans
Throughout my undergraduate study here at MNIT, I've developed an interest in Computer 
Networks. This, combined with my passion for teaching, makes it natural for me to want to become 
a professor someday. I have presently received an admit for the European Masters in Distributed 
Computing programme offered by KTH, Sweden. I intend on pursuing a PhD after completing my 
masters.

2.4 Approach

2.4.1 Why ns-3-click?

One of the main motivations behind the Click Modular Router was to provide a flexible platform 
for easy protocol development and testing. The idea behind integrating ns-2 with Click was to 
bridge simulation and deployment, and thus bring the flexibility of Click to ns-2. The current 
implementation of nsclick [8] has several flaws that make it cumbersome to use, thus acting against 
the advantages of using Click.  Some of these drawbacks are as follows:

1. nsclick works only with ns-2 raw packets because the ns-2 simulator does not deal with real 
world packet formats. 

2. As a consequence of the above, nsclick does not work with all kinds of traffic generators and 
transport. 

3. Nsclick needed extensions to account for different kinds of interfaces. This lead to the 
implementation of the madwifi driver for nsclick. 

4. ns-2 does not use regular IP and MAC addresses and does not have per network interface 
addresses. Hence, in the simulation script, IP and MAC addresses need to be hard coded on a 
per node basis. For this reason, it becomes difficult for the user when there are multiple 



Click configurations involved in a single simulation script. 

On the other hand, ns-3's design is well suited for an integration with Click due to the following 
reasons:

1. Packets in ns-3 are serialised/deserialised as they move up/down the stack. This allows ns-3 
packets to be passed to and from Click as they are. 

2. This also means that any kind of ns-3 traffic generator and transport should work easily on 
top of Click. 

3. By striving to implement click as an Ipv4RoutingProtocol instance, we can avoid significant 
changes to the LL and MAC layers of the ns-3 code. This is made favourable by the fact that 
ns-3's internet stack code is well structured, allowing us to bypass most of ns-3's 
Ipv4L3Protocol code and using Click to perform the functionality of the 
Ipv4RoutingProtocol instance of a node. This also means that extensions like the nsclick 
madwifi driver are not required for handling wireless interfaces. 

4. Since ns-3 allows us to define IP and MAC addresses per network interface (as opposed to 
one such address for the entire node), it becomes easier to circumvent the IP and MAC 
address hard coding issue faced in nsclick. 

To achieve this integration, we will ensure that ns-3 delegates most of the Layer 3 functionality to 
Click. We will be implementing Click as an Ipv4ClickRouting class, which would be a sub class of 
an Ipv4ExternalRouting class. The design goal would be to make the ns-3-click public API simple 
enough such that the user needs to merely add an Ipv4ClickRouting instance to the node, and 
inform each Click node of the Click configuration file (.click file) that it is to use.

The following diagrams illustrate how ns-3-click will function. The continuous dark lines indicate 
the packet's path.

 

Sending of a packet when using Click for external routing:



Receiving of a packet when using Click for external routing:

2.4.2 The Integration:

Click by itself, runs as a process in either kernel mode or as user level module. To achieve the 
integration, Click (user level) will be linked against ns-3. The whole of ns-3-click would run as a 
single process, wherein each node running Click, will be associated with a separate Click Router 
instance. ns-3-click simulations will be run just like any normal ns-3 simulation (using waf --run).

To configure a Click Router, a user would have to write a Click configuration script (a .click file), 
which represents the Click Graph. For ns-3-click, each node which is to use Click should have a 
Click configuration file specified for it in the ns-3 simulation script. Different Click nodes may use 
different .click files.

The objective of the integration would be to ensure that a node can rely entirely on Click for routing 
packets going to and from it. Click, as shown in the diagrams above, will act as the layer 3 
component for the node. This means that a packet generated by an application running on a node, 
can be handled by the node's transport as required, passed on to the Click Router instance of that 
node, and down to the node's NetDevice and finally on to the channel. Similarily, the appropriate 
reverse path should be followed by nodes receiving the packet.

2.4.3 Project Components

The ns-3-click project comprises of the following components:

1. Developing a Simulator API which will allow ns-3 to talk with Click and vice versa. 
2. Timer synchronisation between ns-3 and Click. 
3. Setting up packet hand off points between ns-3 and Click. 



4. Test Cases. 
5. Helper API for the end user. 

2.4.4 Component Specifics

2.4.4.1 Developing a Simulator API which will allow ns-3 to talk with Click and vice versa:

Much of the required simulator API for the integration is already well defined (in terms of 
prototypes required). These prototypes are defined in include/click/simclick.h within the Click 
source tree. By writing ns-3 specific implementations of these prototypes, we can allow Click to 
probe for information from the simulator (like a Node's ID, an Interface ID and so forth). We 
already have methods defined to associate a given node with a specific Click Router instance 
running a specific Click configuration file. Since we are trying to implement Click as a subclass of 
the Ipv4RoutingProtocol method, our aim is to have enough methods in the Simulator API which 
will allow us to provide the functionality provided by the following methods easily:

1. RouteOutput (), used for locally originated packets, and 
2. RouteInput (), used for forwarding and or/delivering received packets. 

The interface itself would make use of the above mentioned simulator API. We will mainly need to 
implement only the following two methods defined in include/click/simclick.h specifically for ns-3:

1. simclick_sim_send(): Send a packet from Click to the simulator. 
2. simclick_sim_command(): Provide a set of services from the simulator to Click. These 

services are described below. 

As is also clear from the nsclick-test.cc file, it is these two components of the API that are written 
specifically for the simulator (in this case, ns-3) under use. Click's half of the API includes methods 
to create a Click Router instance for a particular node, to execute a Click Router and to send a 
packet to Click from the simulator.

Some of the services that the simulator should provide to the Click subsystem are:

1. Obtain interface ID from interface name. 
2. Obtain interface address from interface name. 
3. Obtain MAC address from interface name. 
4. Obtain node name. 
5. Allow scheduling of events on ns-3's scheduler. 
6. Check if an interface is ready. 

For the rest of the Click integration with ns-3, I propose to make a class named 
Ipv4ExternalRouting which will be a subclass of Ipv4RoutingProtocol. Ipv4ExternalRouting will 
contain much of the generic code which can be used to interface with any external router. This 
approach of maintaining a class for external routing has already been explored in the current nsclick 
implementation. The Ipv4ExternalRouting class can then be subclassed to implement the external 
router specific features. For ns-3-click, this implies having to implement an Ipv4ClickRouting class 
which would be a sublcass of Ipv4ExternalRouting. There will also be a class named ExtRouter, 
which will represent the external router itself.

Ipv4ExternalRouting will have the following methods:

1. ReceiveFromExtRouter () : To be implemented in the subclass (Ipv4ClickRouting). This will 
make use of the simulator API to receive a packet from Click. 

2. SendToExtRouter () : To be implemented in the subclass (Ipv4ClickRouting). This will 
make use of the simulator API to send a packet to Click. 

3. Receive () : Receive a packet from L2. 
4. Send () : Send a packet to L2. 

We will define two macros DIRECTION_UP and DIRECTION_DOWN to depict packet directions 



which will help ReceiveFromExtRouter() and SendToExtRouter() decide how to treat the packet. 
This is required becase a packet from/to Click can be either from/to the OS or from/to the network 
interface. Since we're using the same methods to deal with either situation, we need to be able to tell 
these methods what to do with the packet. These packet directions along with the rest of the 
Ipv4ExternalRouting methods will work as follows:

function Receive ()
  {
    .
    .
    Ipv4ClickRoutingInstance -> SendToExtRouter ( ... , DIRECTION_UP);
  }

function Send ()
  {
    .
    .
     Ipv4Interface -> Send ();
  }

function simclick_sim_send ()   // Part of Simulator API for Click
  {
    .
    .
    if (local_delivery)
      ReceiveFromExtRouter ( ... , DIRECTION_UP );
    else
      ReceiveFromExtRouter ( ... , DIRECTION_DOWN );
    .
    .
  }

function ReceiveFromExtRouter ( ... , direction)
  {
    .
    .
    if (direction == DIRECTION_UP)
      Ipv4L3Protocol -> LocalDelivery ();
    else
      Send ();
  }

We will add a flag named UsesExternalRouting() to the Node type, which will be set during the 
initialisation of the Ipv4ExternalRouting instance (in the DoStart() method). This flag will then be 
used at appropriate points in the code (discussed in section 2.4.3.3) to tell layer 4 and layer 2 
portions of the code whether to pass the packet to an external router or to use the normal path of a 
packet.



Hence, the required classes will be structured roughly as follows:

/* Arguments are loosely defined as of now. More methods will be added as required. */

class Ipv4ExternalRouting : public Ipv4RoutingProtocol
{
...
public:
   virtual void ReceiveFromExtRouter (packet, direction) = 0;
   virtual void SendToExtRouter (packet, direction) = 0;
   virtual Ptr RouteOutput (Ptr p, const Ipv4Header &header, Ptr oif,  
Socket::SocketErrno &sockerr) = 0;
   virtual bool RouteInput (Ptr p, const Ipv4Header &header, Ptr idev,
                                        UnicastForwardCallback ucb, MulticastForwardCallback 
mcb,
                                        LocalDeliverCallback lcb, ErrorCallback ecb) = 0;
...
}

class Ipv4ClickRouting : public Ipv4ExternalRouting
{
...
public:
   Ipv4ClickRouting ();
   virtual ~Ipv4ClickRouting ();

private:
   std::string m_nodeName;
   std::map < std::string, uint32_t >  m_ifaceIdFromNameMap;
   std::map < std::string, Address > m_ifaceMacFromNameMap;
   std::map < std::string, Ipv4Address > m_ifaceAddrFromNameMap;
   bool m_clickInitialised;

// We need to return values in format expected by Click
public:
   string GetIpAddr (int ifid);
   string GetMacAddr (int ifid);
   string GetNodeName ();
   int IfReady (int ifid);
   virtual void ReceiveFromExtRouter (packet, direction);
   virtual void SendToExtRouter (packet, direction); 
   // Also provide blank implementations of RouteOutput() and RouteInput() to silence 
the compiler
...
}

The class ExtRouter will be similar to the existing implementation itself.

2.4.4.2 Timer synchronisation between ns-3 and Click: 

Timer synchronisation between ns-3 and Click is important so as to maintain consistency in the 
events being scheduled by either tool. The current nsclick implementation achieves this in a two-



fold manner. First, It uses a method named simclick_gettimeofday() which acts as a gettimeofday() 
substitute for Click. Secondly, nsclick uses a special Click Queue and a special Link Layer 
implementation to talk between a simulated Click interface and the simulator's MAC layer. This has 
been done because Click works in real time unlike the ns-2 simulator and this helps provide a rate 
control mechanism between the two tools.

For timer synchronisation in ns-3-click, we propose the following:

1. Click presently has a --simtime option which turns Click into an event driven simulator 
running in simulation time. This will allow us to avoid the use of a Click Queue and a 
special link layer implementation for rate control of packet transfer between ns-3 and Click 
as is used in the current nsclick implementation. 

2. Now that we have two event driven simulators, we need to ensure that they both have a 
common time reference. This can be done by having simclick_gettimeofday() make a call to 
Simulator::Now(), which will return the current time as per the ns-3 simulation. All parts of 
Click that need to obtain the current time will ultimately use simclick_gettimeofday() (the 
code for this is already in place), thus making Click refer to ns-3's simulation time whenever 
required. 

3. The above two steps should ensure that for each ns-3 node, there is a Click Router instance 
that is in sync with the node. Note that using simclick_sim_command ( ..., 
SIMCLICK_SCHEDULE, ... ), a method which will be implemented as part of 2.4.4.1, the 
Click router thread is scheduled on the simulator's (in our case, ns-3) scheduler. 

2.4.4.3 Packet hand off between ns-3 and Click. 

The packet format in ns-3 is well suited for an integration with Click because ns-3 packets are 
serialised into wire-frame format as they go down the stack, and are deserialised as they come up 
the stack. This allows us to integrate both the packet handoff between the two simulators without 
much difficulty. In the current nsclick code, simclick_click_send () expects just the length and data 
portion of the packet, apart from simulator specific information. This simulator specific information 
for ns-2 were the packet's unique ID, and flow ID. This can be merely passed a dummy value when 
we're dealing with ns-3, because ns-3 packets do not have any packet ID or flow ID. Said and done, 
there are four kinds of packet hand-offs that can occur between ns-3 and Click:

1. Packet coming down the stack from layer 4 to layer 3:

Sending a packet down the stack at this point involves two steps. The first step is where 
RouteOutput() is called by the socket (in UdpSocketImpl/TcpSocketImpl) to obtain the correct 
routing table entry from the Ipv4RoutingProtocol instance. This information is used to set the 
source and destination addresses as required for the packet's IP headers. This then leads to a Send() 
call by the UdpSocketImpl/TcpSocketImpl instance and finally a Send() call by the 
UdpL4Protocol/TcpL4Protocol instance. This sequence of calls ultimately passes the packet onto 
the Ipv4L3Protocol component of the node. For ns-3-click, the following is proposed:

1. We skip the call to Ipv4RoutingProtocol::RouteOutput(), and pass a packet without an IPv4 
header onto Click. Click can then proceed to add the required headers as per the Click graph. 

2. Modify the UdpL4Protocol/TcpL4Protocol Send() implementations such that for Click 
based nodes, the packets are passed on to Click using the simulator API. 

3. The [TcpL4Protocol/UdpL4Protocol]::Send() implementations in this case would make a 
call to Ipv4ClickRouting::SendToExtRouter() in order to execute the handoff. 

The implementation would be structured like this within the TcpSocketImpl/UdpSocketImpl code:

If (Node -> UsesExternalRouting ())



  {

     .

     .

     External_routing_instance -> SendToExtRouter ( ... , DIRECTION_DOWN);

  }

else

  {

     // Normal Packet Path;

  }

 

2. Packet coming up the stack from layer 3 to layer 4:

When the Ipv4L3Protocol receives a packet from the node's protocol handlers, it forwards the 
packet to the Ipv4RoutingProtocol instance using RouteInput(). The Ipv4RoutingProtocol then 
decides whether to forward the packet or to perform a local delivery. In case of a Local Delivery, 
the Ipv4RoutingProtocol makes a call to Ipv4L3Protocol::LocalDelivery(), which calls the 
Receive() method of UdpL4Protocol/TcpL4Protocol as is appropriate. For ns-3-click, the following 
is proposed:

1. Avoid passing the packet from NetDevice to Ipv4L3Protocol. This means that there won't be 
an explicit call to RouteInput(). Instead, the packet is delivered directly to Click from the 
NetDevice (as will be explained below). Click then decides whether the packet is to be 
locally delivered or forwarded. 

2. In case of local delivery, Click will use the ToSimDevice() element and in turn, 
Ipv4ClickRouting's ReceiveFromExtRouter() function to transfer the packet to 
Ipv4ClickRouting. ReceiveFromExtRouter(), as shown in section 2.4.3.1, will make a call to 
Ipv4ClickRouting::Send() which will make a call to Ipv4L3Protocol::LocalDeliver(). This 
will avoid making changes to the Receive() methods of UdpL4Protocol/TcpL4Protocol. 

 

3. Packet coming down the stack from layer 3 to layer 2:

A packet coming down the stack, after being processed by Click, can be sent out from Click using 
ToSimDevice(). ReceiveFromExtRouter() will then handle the packet accordingly and call 
Ipv4ClickRouting::Send() which will pass the packet to the Ipv4Interface instance of the node. If 
this node supports ARP, it will make use of the node's ArpL3Protocol instance. Hence, we leave 
ARP handling to ns-3 which implies that the user needn't make use of the ARPQuery element in the 
Click graph(s).

 

4. Packet coming up the stack from layer 2 to layer 3:

Presently, Ipv4L3Protocol::AddInterface() contains code which registers callbacks that cause 
Ipv4L3Protocol::Receive() to be called when the appropriate protocol number is matched by the 
corresponding protocol handler. For ns-3-click, the following is proposed:



1. The implementation within Ipv4L3Protocol::Receive() can look something like: 

if (node -> UsesExternalRouting())

{  

  // Make a call to Ipv4ClickRouting -> Receive ();

}

else

{

  // Normal path of packet

}

 

2.4.4.4 Test Cases 

In conformance with the ns-3 development model, test cases will be written as required to test the 
working of the Ipv4ClickRouting module. This will contain tests for verifying the functionality of 
the Simulator API, the time synchronisation between ns-3 and Click and the packet exchange 
between ns-3 and Click. We will have test cases to:

1. Verify whether the simulator API functions, simclick_sim_send() and 
simclick_sim_command() work as desired. The test case will make calls to these functions 
as if they were being called from Click, and will test if the calls are being made as expected. 
Since we won't have implemented Ipv4ClickRouting as of then, we will return dummy 
values or execute NS_LOG statements. 

2. Once Ipv4ClickRouting is implemented, we will test to see if they work as desired with the 
above mentioned API functions. The test case will make calls to the simulator functions and 
will expect Ipv4ClickRouting to return the appropriate values. 

3. Next, we will test if the timer synchronisation mechanism is working as required. This can 
be easily done by using a Print element in Click to test whether the time reference being 
used in Click is in sync with the ns-3 simulator. 

4. Once the packet handoff mechanism is implemented, we will have test cases to verify 
whether packets are being between ns-3 and Click as required using the Simulator API. 

5. Apart from this, running the IP Router configuration [7] and other sample Click 
configurations on ns-3-click would also be a good test. 

 

2.4.4.5 Click Helper and Public API: 

The exposed public API and a helper class named ClickHelper will be developed to allow the user 
to bind a node with a specific Click configuration file and to also use any other options necessary. 
The helper can be used as follows:

ClickHelper click;
click.SetConfigurationFile ("path_to_click_file");

InternetStackHelper internet;
internet.SetRoutingProtocol (click);
internet.Install (NodesToRunClickOn);



 

2.5 Deliverables
1. An ns-3 simulator API for Click. 
2. An Ipv4ClickRouting class that can be instantiated to have a node use Click for routing. 
3. Test cases for the above implementations. 
4. A ClickHelper class and the necessary public methods to allow users easily use ns-3-click. 
5. Example scripts on how to use ns-3-click. 
6. Documentation describing ns-3-click, its design and how to use it. 

Each of the above will be implemented in the same order as has been described in section 2.4.3.

 

2.6 Plan
I propose to divide the project over the GSoC coding period as follows:

1. May 24th to May 31st : Identify key requirements for the Simulator API. 
2. June 1st to June 7th : Code the Simulator API. 
3. June 7th to June 11th : Prepare Test Cases to test the Simulator API. 
4. June 11th to June 18th : Code the time synchronisation component. 
5. June 19th to June 21th : Prepare Test Cases to test time synchronisation component. 
6. June 21th to June 27th : Code Layer 4 to Layer 3 packet hand off. 
7. June 28th to July 5th : Code Layer 3 to Layer 2 packet hand off. 
8. June 5th to June 8th : Prepare Test cases to test packet hand-off from layer 4 to 3, 

  and layer 3 to 2 separately. 
9. June 8th to June 9th : Prepare a test script to send a packet all the way down the 

  stack to another node.

By this point, we should have a Click node that can send packets all the the way down the 
stack, but not receive them. This shall be presented for the Mid Term Evaluation.

10.July 10th to July 16th : Code Layer 2 to Layer 3 packet hand off. 
11.July 16th to July 21st : Code Layer 3 to Layer 4 packet hand off. 
12.July 21st to 24th : Prepare Test Cases to test packet hand off from layer 2 to 3 

  and layer 3 to 4 separately. 
13.July 24th to July 25th : Prepare a test script for one Click node to send a packet and 

  have it received by another Click node. 
14.July 26th to July 31st : Code Helper API. 
15.August 1st to August 10th : Write ns-3-click documentation and prepare example scripts.

Future Work will include: 

16.Exploration of the case where Click implements the MAC layer. 
17.Any other features the community expects from ns-3-click. :) 

2.7 Timezone
Since I will be working from 0900 hours to 1800 hours (I can work all day though!) in India which 
falls under the Indian Standard Time (IST), my working hours in UTC would be 0330 to 1230 
hours. Again, I reinstate that I'm the kind who can work all day, so adjusting meetup timings won't 



be an issue for me. :)

 

2.8 Commitments
My semester will end around May 15th, 2010, after which I'm free to begin working on my project. 
I have been offered admission to the European Masters in Distributed Computing (EMDC) 
programme hosted by KTH, Sweden (under the Erasmus Mundus programmes), which I will be 
taking up. I should be joining around late August. I am surely expected to be spending a few days 
travelling for my visa requirements and such, but I would have no difficulty dedicating 40 hours per 
week for 10 weeks (as per the GSoC programme requirements).
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